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Marketing Case Study Brief
Introduction
GreenSpace UK was founded in 2013 to provide eco home improvement products and has grown rapidly.
Demand for replacement conservatory roofs has escalated such that the provision and installation of
insulated conservatory roofs is now the dominant focus for the business with significant future sales growth
forecast. A GreenSpace roof is installed in less than a day and ensures that the conservatory is warmer in
winter and cooler in summer turning a conservatory into a useable living space throughout the year.
(www.greenspaceconservatories.co.uk)

Background
The marketing team has been refocused, new agencies appointed to cover Social, Design & Digital
marketing – lead generation tactics are all in place and working successfully achieving significant up lift
across all marketing and sales metrics. The marketing team generates leads through digital & social,
telemarketing, press advertising, shows, events, concessions, outdoor & radio. Leads are converted into
sales appointments by the in-house telesales team prior to booking surveyor visits and installation. Service
quality is outstanding as evidenced by over 1000 customer reviews on Checkatrade and other review
platforms.
GreenSpace now needs some creative big marketing ideas to ensure continued high growth and to fulfil its
potential.

Market & Competitors
A standard polycarbonate roof has a lifespan of just 10 to 15 years, so the market opportunity is vast
throughout the UK. Other options have significant disadvantages either not addressing the “too hot / too
cold” problem or being too disruptive / take too long to install. However, customers are becoming more
aware of different options and solutions and are therefore increasingly well informed.
Competitors are many and varied – some are major “household name” window replacement and doubleglazing companies and franchises. Some solutions are based on replacing the conservatory roof with a
solid tiled roof, others use tinted glass or simply replace with the same material. None can match the range
of benefits or service level provided by GreenSpace.

Marketing & Sales Plan
With everything set for lift off, a detailed and innovative marketing approach is required to deliver significant
sales growth in the company's target market segments. The marketing budget is unlimited as its defined as
a percentage of sales – so the higher the sales achieved, the higher the marketing budget.
You have been appointed as the new marketing manager and in 1 hours’ time you have been asked to
present your ideas and plans for marketing to the company directors.
You have 15 minutes to present your marketing plan and define your key priorities as marketing
manager in your first 100 days.
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